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In 1985, the U.S. International Trade Commission made a
determination in investigation No. 731-TA-238
(Preliminary) that there was no reasonable indication that
an industry in the United seates was materially injured,
or threatened with material injury, or that the
establishment of an industry in the United States was
materially retarded, by reason of allegedly dumped imports
of 12-volt motorcycle batteries from Taiwan (USITC Pub.
No. 1654 (1985)).

That determination was subsequently

appealed to the U.S. Court of International Trade and
~emanded

to the Commission for further consideration

(Yuasa-General Battery Corp. v. United States, Ct. No.
85-04-00483, Slip Op. 87-60, May 22, 1987).

The attached

views were submitted to the Court in response to the
remand.
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VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN LIEBELER AND VICE CHAIRMAN SRUNSDALE
Our task'in~this remanded inuestigation is to revisit the record
underlying ttie Commission' 5 original determination in 1985, in order to
.

.

. .

1/

reassess the issue of threat. -

Based on that record, we determine that

there is no reasonable i.ndication that the domestic industry producing 12-volt
motorcycle batteries was thl"eatened with material injury by reason of
al,legedly less that fair value (LTFV) imports from Taiwan.

This decision

follows a thorough consideration of the record compiled in the 1985
investigation.
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dome~tic

In light of the
.

. :·

. .

industry's healthy condition and

.

Inv. ·No. 731-TA...:238, 12"'.""Volt Motorcycle Batteries from Taiwan, USITC
Pub. No. 1654 (1985) (hereinafter 1985 determination), aff'd in part, remanded
in part, sub nom. Yuasa-General Battery Corp., et al.· v. United States, et.
al., Ct. No. 85-04--00483, Slip Op. 87-60 (Ct. Int'l Trade, May 22, 1987)
(Aquilino, J.). In l.ts decision, the Court affirmed the Commission's·
preliminary determination of no rea.sonable indication of material injury by
reason of allegedly less than fair value (LTFV) imports in investigation No.
731-TA-228, 12-Volt Motorcycle Batteries from Taiwan, USITC Pub. No. 1654
(1985)(hereinafter 19.85 determination}. Howver, the Court ord~red the
Commission to reconsider its p~eliminary determination of no re•son•ble
indication of· threat of material injury· by reason of allegedly LTFV im~orts in
that investigat~on.
'?:/
Unlike the remand order in usx Corp. v. United States
CIT _ , Slip
Op. 87-14 (February 9, 1987), there is no indication in the Court's opinion
that the Commission's needs to reopen the record in this case. ·Therefore, we
have not conducted any further investigation or collected additional
information for the .record. We.have, however, carefully examined the. record,·
keeping in mind our· obligation to approach the record with an open mind,
uninfluenced by the Commission's prior determination on threat or the interest
of the party prevailing upon judicial review. See USX Corp. v. United
States, _CIT-··-~ Slip Op. 87-66 (June 1, 1987) at 11 (citations omitted).
We are also mindful of the standard for preliminary negative
determinations recently affirmed by the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit. That standard allows the Commission to issue a preliminary negative.
determination only if "(l) the record as a whole contains clear and convincing
evidence that there is no material injury or threat of such injury; and (2) no
likelihood exists t~at contrary evidence will arise in a· final
investigation." American Lc:imb.Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994, 1001
(Fed.Cir. 1986),
I
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its generally improving performance'. we conclude th.at it is .Hkely to
withstand competition from

in~reased

imports of

12~¥~lt

from Taiwan wi theut imminent material injury .. This
the fact that in this, the
industry !/,

·~he

Commi~sion's

motorcycl' batteries

f~nding_,.~s bu~tressed

by

second investigation of the

domestic lndustry had strengthened over 19l2 Bnd the likely

injurious effect of future imports had decreased.
Like product, domestic industry, and the condition of the do~esti.c industry
The Court has affirmed the Commission's original determination on these
matters, so we.do not need to to reexamine them.

But in order to establish

the context within which our present determination is made,
it is
.. : we.. bel.ieve
"
..,.. ·.
important to :restate the Commission's original co~clus.i,ons .and its key finding
'

'

,,·

First, the like ·produc~ was 12-volt

on the condition of· the .i'ndu!>try .-

0

motorcycle batteries.

Second, the domestic industry was compr·i.seq. 'o( th.e two
.

..

:

'

..

. ., :;

U.S. producers· of 12-volt motorcycle batteries,
petJtioner
.
.
;•
.
. Yuasa-General·
.

.-

.-·

Battery Corporation (YGB) and Exide Corporation. 'cExide). ·Third,- the domestic

.

..

.

' •.'

industry was healthy as a whole, despite temporary

.diff.~cultie~ a~. Exid.~.

In

,.

making. its 1985.determination on the.condition of ~h~ dome~ti~ industr~, the
Commission

conside~~d data coveri~g the 1982~84 pe;iod and ~~mpa~ed~these0data
'

.

,,

·.:

with those in the Confidential Report from' its previpus
·inve;stigation
.. of the
"
..
'

. 4/

.: '

';

industry. -

Production ·of 12-volt motorcycle batteries
'

de~l~n~d" '-~·ltghti'~··from
.

\

r98.Z to

··'

1983, but in 1984 ended up above the 1982 level .and .also above the level

!I

The Commission first investigated this ~ndustry in t982 and determined
that it was 'not· suffering from· material injury or threatened with material
- injury by reason of LTFV imports. Motorcycle Batteries from Taiwan, Inv. No.
731-TA-42 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1228 (1982)(hereinafter 1982 determination).
ii
The 1982 determination covered the period from 1978 through September
1981.
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achieved at any time during the Commission's first investigation.

~/

The

improvement in 1984 occurred even though Exide suspended ·production in
September 1984 (prior to recommencing production in a new location in January
1985).
Capacity was steady in 1982 and 1983, and
the closing of Exide's old plant. §/

Capacity

dec~ined

in 1984 solely due to

~tilization declined

marginally in 1983, increased substantially in 1984,

ZI

and was higher

throughout the period than it had 'been in 1980. !/
Domestic shipments increased during· each year o( the 1982-84
. d . -9/
perio

In addition, domestic producers' inventories declined each year,

ending up 41 percent lower in 1984 than they had been in 19S2. lO/

Average

1985 determination at 7-8 & n.22. Because there are only two producers
in the domestic industry, all the information concerning the condition of the
industry is confidential, as is pricing information. Consequently, the "·
Commission is unable to discuss the condition of the industry in specific
terms, and must rely on generalizations and attempt to characterize trends
without revealing confidential information.
~/
Report of the Commission accompanying the 1985 determination
(here.ina.fter 1985 Report) at A-11. YGB' s capacity was unchanged during the
period of investigation, and virtually 'the same as in 1980. Compare 1985
Report at A-11 with Report of the Commission accompanying the 1982
.
determination (hereinafter 1982 Report) at A-18. All references to the 1982
and 1985 Reports are to the confidential versionsthereof, for theCourt's
convenience. The 1982 Rep~rt is identified as document number 14 of List 2 of
the Administrative Record, while the 1985 Report is identified as document
number 12 of List 2. We note that YGB did not begin producing 12-volt
motorcycle batteries until February 1979, and that the slight increase in
ciipacity between 1979 and 1980 was probably ·accounted for by _the commencement
of full production. Exide's capacity declined.somewhat between 1980 and 1982,
but was higher in 1982 and 1983 than in.1978,and l979. Id.
ZI
1985 Report at A-ll.
!/
Compare id. with 1982 Report at A-18. Capacity utilizCltion had declined
during the period 1978-September 1981. Id.
~/
1985 Report at A-12. Domestic shipments were greater each year during
1982-1984 than at any time during the previous investigation. Compare id.
with 1982 Report at A-19.
10/
1985 Report at A-13. Domestic producers' inventories increClsed during
each year 1978-1980, and were gre~ter in 1979 and 1980 than in 1982. Compare
id. with 1982 Report at A-20.
~/
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employment and hours worked increased from 1982 to 1983, and declined somewhat
~
of Exi'd e. ~
ll/
in 1984 on 1y because of th e t emporary s hu t -uown

As for the

~inancial

indicators, one of the two firms performed well

throughout the period 1982-1984.

-12/
~

In 1984; its

profits were

significantly higher than in- 1982, even though the ratio of net operating
profits to sales was slightly below the 1983 mark. !1/

The other firm was

experiencing difficulties, though not by reason of allegedly LTFV imports from
141
151
.
., . 1 perf ormance
.
.
d in
. 1984 . ~
~
and i. t s f.inancia
improve
Taiwan,
Based on its analysis of the record, the Commission concluded in 1985
that there was no reasonable indication of material injury to the domestic
industry and that, even if there had been, there was no reasonable indication
that any such injury would have been by reason of allegedly LTFV imports.
That determination was affirmed by the Court, and is not at issue here.

!1/

It is

198~ Report at A-14.
Employment and hours worked at YGB continued to
increase in 1984. Id. Employment in 1982 was greater than at any time during
1978-September 1981, and hours worked in 1982 were greater than 1978 and,,~1980-September 1981. Compare j.JL.- with 1982 Report at A-23.
12/
Because the two companies used different accounting years, it was
impossible to aggregate their data so that they could be discussed at ieast in
general terms.
!1/
1985 Report at A-16. In comparison with the period 1978-September 1981,
this firm's financial performance appeared significantly better in 1984 than
during the period covered oy the 1982 determination. Compare id. with 1982
Report at A-26.
14/
1985 determination at 10; 1985 Report at A-20 .
.!.§/
1985 Report at A-16. A full comparison with data for the period
1978-September 1981 is not possible because of a change in accounting years in
January 1983. However, the firm's performance in 19S2 was poorer than during
1978-1980. Compare id. with 1982 Report at A-26.
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against this background that we conduct our examination of the issue of
reasonable indication of threat of material injury.

161

No reasonable indication of threat of material injury
Section 1677(7)(F) directs the Commission to determine whether a U.S.
industry is threatened with material injury "on the basis of evidence that the
17
• rea 1 and t hat actua 1 injury
• •
' imminent.
' '
II
threat of material injury is
is
~1
In making its determination, the Commission is further directed to consider
eight specific factors "among other relevant economic factors."

ill They

are:
(I) if a subsidy is involved, such information as may be
presented to it by the administering authority as to the
nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the
subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the
Agreement),
In the Commission decision following the remand of Cold-Rolled Steel
Plates and Sheets from Argentina, Vice Chairman Brunsdale discussed the threat
of injury in remanded title VII cases and the issue of mootness. See
Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets from Argentina, Inv.No. 731-TA-175
(Final), USITC Pub. No. 1967 (1987) at 35-43. The problem arises in cases
that call on the Commission to assess on remand whether the facts gathered
years before show that a domestic industry was then threatened with material
injury. In the Argentina case, Vice Chairman Brunsdale found the issue of
threat to be moot because, as a result of Petitioner's delay, two years had
elapsed between the time of the Commission's decision and the Court's ruling.
She stated that, if because of the passage of time, "the actual facts can be
known with certainty, to ignore those facts in favor of a prediction of what
might have happened, based on facts occurring at some other time, flies in the
face of the congressional mandate that our decisions be made on the basis of
evidence and not on the basis of conjecture or supposition." Id. at 39-40.
Vice Chairman Brunsdale does not believe that the threat of injury in
the present case should be dismissed on the grounds of mootness because
petitioners here did not delay action in the Court of International Trade, as
did the petitioners in the Argentina case. It would be patently unfair to
hold Petitioners responsible for delay that is beyond their control.
171
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii).
ill 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i).
!.§.I

6

(II) any increasein production capacity 01". existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to result
in a significant increase in imports of the merchandise to
the United States, 1...2/
(III) any rapid incr~ase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will
increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will
enter the United States at prices that will have a
depressing or s~ppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing
the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
the probability that the impor.tation (or sale for
importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it is
actually being imported at the time) will be the cause of
actual injury, and
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting i~ production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign
manufacturers, which can be used to produce products
subject to investigation(s) under section 1671 or 1673 of
this title or to final orders under section 167le or 1673e
of this title, are also used to produce the merchandise
under investigation. 20/,
The Court remanded this investigation partly on the ground that the
Commission did not, in its 1985 opinion, consider each of the above factors.
While we do not think that the Yuasa-General Battery decision would· require
the Commission in
of the record by

~11

investigations -to demonstrate its thorough consideration

sep~rately

and specifically discussing each statutory factor,

whether relevant or not, we do so in this case.
19/
The Commission's regulations provide that it shall consider in
particular "the availability of other export markets" in making its
determination. 19 C.F.R. § 207.26(d)(3) (1986).
20/
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(I)-(VIII).

7

Nature of the

sub~id~.

Sinc~~this

is an antidumping duty investigation,

this factor is not relevant.

.

Increase in production capacity or·existing unused capacity.

Information

concerning Taiwanese production capacity and capacity utilization rates was
provided to the Commission by the Taiwanese Electric Appliance Manufacturers
__., Association (TEAMA} through the U.S .. Department of State.

Taiwanese

productive capacity ii.las 1.6 million units in 1980 f.!/, 1.6'million in 1982,
1.7 million in 1983, and 2.1 million in 1984.

221

At least a portion of the

large increase bet'ween 1983 and 1984 is attributable to improved reporting,
which makes the numbers difficult to compare d1rectly.
providing production capacity

d~ta

Of the seven firms

iri 1984, two did not provide data on their

production capaCity in 1982· and· 1983.

231

· If tl:lese" firms are excfuded from

the statistics, Taiwanese productive capacity increased orily 3.63 percent
'

between 1983 and 1984.

.

Capacity utilization moved unevenly over the period,

rising from 55.8 percent ih 1982 to 65.9 percent in 1983; and then falling to
60.3 percent ·in 1984.·

241

Neither the modest gain in total productive

capacity nor the relatively steady percentage of capacity utilization rate
provide sufficient indication of threat of material injury.
~/
1982 Report· at A-52.
· · 22/
Public version of 1985 Repor't-' at A-17. There is an error in computation
of the table in which this inform•tion appears. The corrected figures in our
"·~· opinion are based on the origina'i source of the information, a State
Department cable, unclas·sified but business confidential, which was before the
Commission at the time of its 19~5-determination, and the Court on review.
The cable appears as Document No'. 13 of List 2 of the Administrative Record.
23/
1985 Determination at 12 n.48.; Public version of 1985 Report at A-17.
The two companies which did not provide capacity data for 1982 and 1983 were
not new entrants to the industry in Taiwan, however, as both reported
production of 12-volt motorcycle batteries in 1982 and 1983.
24/
Capacity utilization in 1984 for the five remaining companies was 71.1
percent.

8

Rapid increase in market penetration.

Imports from Taiwan increased from

257,000 units (estimated) in 1982 to 620,000 units in 1984
percent increase,.
. 1980 . -271
uni. ts in
period,

281

261

251

, a 141

However, such imports had been as high as 416, 600.

U.S. consumption grew considerably over the

and the capacity of U.S. producers dropped only slightly.

The percentage increase in Taiwanese imports was admittedly large.

291

However,

because of the expanding domestic market, the market share increase of
25/
1985 Report at A-26. The figure for 1982 is estimated based on the
available partial year data for April to December. Prior to April 1, 1982,
all lead-acid storage batteries were classified under a single TSUS item. A
separate TSUS item for 12-volt lead acid storage batteries, i.e. the batteries
under investigation here, was established by Executive Order 12354, effective
March 31, 1982, as a result of a petition fil~d with the Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative by petitioner YGB. 1985 Report at A-5. The United
States is clearly the major market for exports of 12-volt motorcycle batteries
from Taiwan. The Commission noted in its 1985 determination that exports to
the United States have accounted for a "relatively. stable percentage of
Taiwanese production." 1985 determination at 12. As the Court correctly
pointed out, Slip Op. 87-60 at 14, this is only accurate when measured against
the increase in Taiwanese production, from 1,030,000 units in 1982 to
1,285,000 units in 1984. However, in considering the likelihood that there
will be an increase in imports which is likely to cause imminent material
injury, whether an increasing portion of exports is being sent to the United
States is relevant. In this investigation, the increase in exports to ~he
United States, 18 percent, was actually less than the increase in Taiwanese
production, 24.8 percent, supporting the conclusion that Taiwanese production
is not increasingly directed at the U.S. market.
26/
We assume that the reference to a 241 percent increase in the Court's
opinion, Slip Op. 87-60 at 13, is a typographical error.
27/
1982 Report at A-39. The substantial drop in imports between 1980 and
1982 may be accounted for by the removal of 12-volt motorcycle batteries from
Taiwan from the list of products eligible for duty-free treatment under the
Generalized System of Preferences, based on a request by petitioner YGB. 1985
Report at A-5. See Exec. Order No. 12,354, 3 C.F.R. ·140 (1982 Compilation).
28/
1985 Report at A-10. Apparent consumption was higher in 1982 than in
1978 and 1980, and only marginally less than in 1979. Compare id. with 1982
Report at A-10.
29/
1985 Report at A-11. See note 6, supra.

9

Taiwanese imports was moderate.

30/

~

In addition, U.S. producers
were
.,

relatively healthy and appear not to have been affected by the increase in
imports.

Thus, t.he increase in market penetration was not that rapid, given

the expanding domestic market, and was not sufficient to indicate a threat of
material injury in this case.
Probable price effects of future imports.

The Commission collected price

information from importers and domestic producers for two popular models of
12-volt motorcycle batteries, or their equivalents, for 1983 and 1984.

While

this information is confidential, some general discussion of prices is
possible.
1984.

Prices for both battery models generally declined during 1983 and

In 1983, importers' prices and domestic producers' prices were roughly

comparable,

31/

~

and importers' prices were higher than domestic producers'

prices in four of the eight comparisoris.

In 1984, importers' prices declined

more rapidly than domestic producer's prices, as noted by the Court.

321

However, a closer examination of actual price levels indicates that importers'
prices for one model actually increased during 1984 to a level above that
reported in fourth quarter 1983, while importers' prices for the other model
increased during the first three quarters of 1984 before falling in the fourth
30/
The domestic industry accounted for a portion of these imports,
increasing its imports during 1982-1984, by 81 percent. Evidently, since the
domestic industry's imports increased by a smaller percentage, from a smaller
base, than did imports from Taiwan overall, the domestic industry's share of
imports from Taiwan decreased between 1982 and 1984. ·While we do not exclude
such "captive" imports from our analysis, we nonetheless consider them
significant in evaluating whether imports are likely to increase to injurious
levels. Our reasoning is that increases in captive imports are far less
likely to threaten material injury than increases in non-captive imports. To
be niore specific, domestic firms obviously choose to import when it is in
their best interest to do so.
l_!/
1985 Report at A-29.
32/
Slip Op. 87-60 at 15.

10
33/
quarter to a level slightly above the first quarter 1984 level. -

In our

opinion, it is not probable that the imports could have had a significant
price

depressing~or

suppressing effect on U.S. prices in the near future that

would have resulted in material injury.
Increase in inventories.

The statute does not specify whether importer

or domestic producer inventories are to be considered.

Although the relevance

of the former is apparent, increases in domestic producer inventories might
also indicate threat of material injury, if the increases result from a
continuing inability to·sell in the domestic market caused by imports.
Importers' inventories increased during the 1982--84 period, but even at their
34/
peak were only 15.4 percent of the 1980 l.evel. -

Thus, while this

absolute increase was significant, we are convinced that, in the case of this
industry, such an increase would not indicate a real threat of imminent
. 1 lnJury.
. .
35/
mater1a
~

Domestic producers' inventories decreased during the

33/
1985 Report at A-30-31. We do not .believe that underselling evidence is
persuasive in this case. The Commission's investigation indicated that a
number of factors were responsible for differences in prices and alleged· lost
sales. See 1985 Report at A-33-34.
34/
Compare 1985 Report at A-24 with 1982 Report at A-51. Importers'
inventories had increased significantly between 1978 and 1980. 1982 Report at
A-51.
35/
The Court noted that the Commission's opinion referred both to increases
in importers' inventories and inventories as a share of shipments, which
declined each year during the period under investigation. Slip op. 87-60 at
13. The·Court noted that only the former is specifically referred to in the
statute, and the latter is not necessarily supportive of a negative
determination. Id. We also note that importers' in·ventories as a share of
their shipments increased between 1978 and 1980, and were substantially higher
in 1980 than in 1982. Compare 1982 Report at A-51 with 1985 Report at A-24.
We find that the decline in inventories as a share of importers' shipments
indicates that importers are not stockpiling product which might later flood
the market and cause material injury to the domestic industry. Moreover, the
fact that importers' inventories as a share of their shipments are declining
suggests that the market is absorbing the increased imports. Therefore, while
this factor is not specified in the statute, we consider it a "relevant
economic factor" to be included in our analysis.

11

361
. d, ~
. .
. 1980 (which
1982-84 per10
cont1nu1n9
a d ec l.ine th at began in
.
.
37/
Again, these data
represented a peak over the preceding two years). ~
support the conclusion that the U.S. market was expanding rapidly enough to
absorb the increases in both domestic production and imports.
Presence of underutilized capacity in the exporting country.

This factor

is considered in our earlier discussion of productive capacity and existing
unused capacity.
Any other demonstrable adverse trends.

In spite of careful review of the

record, we have not found any other adve·rse factors bearing on the issue of
reasonable indication of threat of material injury in this investigation.
the extent that the Court's discussion of Exide's "difficulties"
considered an
effect that

adve~se

Exide'~

trend,

~e

381

To

may be

note the Commission's 1985 conclusion to the

difficulties did not constitute a reasonable indication of

material injury to the domestic industry, and were '·not by reason of imports.
This conclusion was affirmed by the Court.

391

Exide r-esumed production in

January 1985, after the Commission's period·of investigation ended.

While it

is true that Exide's performance might that suggest -that Exide was more'
vulnerable to competition from imports than was· YGB, a threat determination
must be based on the evaluation of the likely impact of future imports on the
industry as a whole, and not on any single producer.

Moreover, Exide's

performance improved during 1984, and nothing on the record suggests that that
improvement should not have been expected to continue in the firms's new
facility.
36/
37/
38/
39/

1985 Report at A-13.
Compare id. with 1982 Report at A-20-A-22.
Slip Op. 87-60 at 16
Slip Op. 87-60 at 8-9.

12
Potential for product shifting.

There were no on-qoing investigations or

outstanding antidumping or countervailing duty orders on products imported
from Taiwan

that~were

likely to result in a shift of production from such

products into production of 12-volt motorcycle batteries.

Consequently, this

factor is not relevant to our analysis.
Conclusion
We find there is no clear and convincing evidence in the. record that
would reasonably indicate a threat of imminent material injury to the domestic
industry by reason of allegedly LTFV imports of 12-volt motorcycle batteries ..
Nor is

~here

any likelihood that further inves.tigation would have led us to

evidence establishing such a threat.

The available evidence on the

factors listed in section 16/7(7)(F)(i)(I)-(VIII) was more than
allow us to conduct a thorough examination.of each.

~ight

sufficien~

to

We do not. believe that

the American Lamb Court intended that the Commission decline to make negative
preliminary determinations for the sole purpose of collecting additional and
more recent data.

Therefore, we are confident

all available data in this case meets the

tha~

stand~rd

our. careful examination of
for preliminary negative

determinations affirmed in American Lamb and prod4ced a decision consistent
with the intent of the statute.
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER DAVID B. ROHR
12 Volt Motorcycle Batteries from Taiwan
Inv. 731-TA-238(P)(Remand)

This remanded preliminary investigation was conducted by the Commission pursuant to the
order of Judge Aquilino of the Court of

Inter~ational

Trade in Yuasa-General Battery Corp.

et Jll. v. US/TC et al.. Ct. No. 85-04-00483, Slip Op. 87-60 (Ct. ln(l Tr.ade May 22 1987).
That case was an appeal of the Commission's unanimous negative preliminary determination in

12-Volt Motorcycle Batteries from.Taiwan, Inv. No. 731-TA-238(P), USITC Pub. No. 1654
(1985). The judge's order remanded the investigation to t.he Commission specifically "for
reconsideration of the issue of whether t.here is a reasonable indication that the 12-volt
motorcycle battery industry in the United

Sta~es

is threatened with material injury by reason

of imports from Taiwan." Having considered the record of this remanded investigation and the
order and· opinion of the Court of International Trade, I conciude that there is no reasqnable
indication of a threat of material injury, within the meaning of the statute, to the domestic
12-volt motorcycle battery industry by. reason of imports from Taiwan.

Preliminary Issues
.

Before turning to the factual basis

fo~

.

.

my decision, two preliminary matters must be ·

disposed of. First, in this remand investigation, unlike the investigation conducted
pursuant to the remand order of the court in the USX matter, 1 the Commission ·did not
seek to supplement the record of its original investigation. I believe this to be

LSee Cold Rolled Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets from.Argentina, Inv. No.
7ll-TA-175(Final)(Remand), USITC Pub. 1967 (March 1987), on.remand pursuant to USX Corp.
v. United States, Ct. No 85-03-00325, Slip Op. 87-14 (Ct. Int'l Trade February 9, 1987),
Views of Commissioner David B. Rohr at 56.

•14•
appropriate in light of the findings and order of Judge Aquilino, which concerned the
adequacy of the Commission's decision and reasoning rather than the adequacy of the
Commission's investigation .

.

The second matter which must be discussed is the standard which is to be applied in this
investigation to determine whether the imports "threaten" the domestic industry with
"material injury." It is well established that material injury to a domestic industry is
"harm which is not inconsequential, i.mmaterial, or unimportant." 2

It follows that the

injury with which the industry is threatened must be not inconsequential, immaterial or
unimportant. It is further clear that the actual "material injury" with which the industry
is threatened must be "imminent" and that threat must be "real." 3
Judge Aquilino held that the Commission, in making its determinations with respect to
threat, must consider, and apparently must discuss in its views, all of the factors set forth
in Section 771(7)(F). I have done so .in this investigation.· In past views dealing with
"threat" I have often specifically enumerated my views on each of the Section 771 (7)(F)
factors, even to the point of explaining why I did not view particular factors as relevant
given the particular facts of the case before me. 4
In these past cases, I have outlined the process which I use in considering threat
issues. I have stated that, in my view, the Section 771(7)(F) factors relate to two basic
considerations, the capabilities and the intentions of foreign exporters with respect to the
U.S. market. I have also indicated that to make a decision with respect to threat it is

2 19 USC 1677(7)(A).
3 19

use

I 677(7)(F)(ii).

4 See, e.g., Certain Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Turkey and Thailand, Inv. Nos.
701-TA- 253(F) and 73J-TA-252(F), USITC Pub. 1810 (February 1986), Views of Commissioners
Seeley G. Lodwick and David B. Rohr Concerning Threat of Material Injury by Reason of Imp1
- of Standard Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Turkey at 23-30.

L

-15necessary to evaluate these factors in light of the condition of the domestic industry, its
"vulnerability." 5

Such considerations are an important part of my analysis of threat. The

Section 771(7)(F) considerations allow me to draw conclusions about what is likely to happen

..

with respect to the volume and price of future imports. The potential impact of such future
imports on the industry, i.e., whether the threat they pose is " real" and the actual,
material injury "imminent," is a judgment I can make only in the context of a detailed
examination of the actual strengths
and weaknesses of the
domestic industry.
.
.
Finally, because this remand involves a preliminary investigation, the standard under
which I evaluate the information is whether the information raises a reasonable indication of
·such a threat, not whether the threat actually exists. 6 This standard was recently
elaborated by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in the American Lamb decision.
7

Under this standard, if I find that there is clear and convincing evidence that imports

do not pose a real and immine.1t threat of actual material injury, and conclude that there is
no liklinood that the information to be obtained in a final investigation would change that
conclusion, I must make a negative determination. My determination herein is made in light
of these standards.

5 Id. at 23.

6 -19 USC 1673b.. ·
. 7 American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed. Cir. 1985). American Lamb
specifically rejected the notion that an affirmative determination is required whenever the
evidence raises a "possibility" of injury. When this standard is read together with the
decision of the Court of International Trade in Budd Co. v. United States, 1 CIT 175 (1981),
requiring the Commission to conduct a thorough investigation, I believe it does not require
an affirmative determination merely because one possible in.terpretation of the data supports
an affirmative determination, if, after the thorough investigation, that interpretation of.
the data is not appropriate. See Certain Unfinished Mirrors from Belgium, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, Portugal, Turkey, and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos.
701-TA-273(P) and ·731-TA-320 through 325(P), USITC Pub. 1850 (May 1986), Views of
Commissioner David B. Rohr at 19-29.

-16The Section 77 1(7 )( F )(i) Factors - The Future Imports

As directed by the Court, my analysis begins with th.e Section 771 (7)(F)(i) factors,
which I use to evaluate what is likely to happen with respect to future imports. As Judge
Aquilino noted, the first statutorily enumerated factor, Section 771(7)(F)(i)(I) relates to
the nature of a subsidy and is· not relevant to this investigation, which involves dumping. 8
•'"' ;, ...
The second factor relates to foreign c~pacity, specifically either: (a) an increase in
production capacity or (b) existing ~nused capacity - in the exporting country, with the
additional caveat that eith~r (a) or (b) must also be .found •Jikely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise into the United States.• 9

In

considering data relating to capacity, it has been the experience of the Commission that any
capacity number, be it for a domestic or foreign industry, is •soft: It reflects what the
individual supplying the information •f eets• is practicable for his plant, often based on a
less than perfect understanding of what the Commission has asked

for~

·

Looking at the numbers given to the Commission, one table, noted by the Court, shows an
increase in Taiwan production capacity from approximately IS 10 thousand units to 2130
thousand units, an increase of 41 percent. 10

This number is deceiving, however, as well as

miscalculated. It includes, in the 1984 data, two companies, which, although producers in

all

three years did not report capacity for the first two years. The change between years is

therefore overstated. Further, the numbers provided for capacity in the final year by these
two companies are questionable. In one case, reported capacity was less than half of actual

. 8 Slip. Op. 87-60 at JI n.11.

9 19

use

I677(7)(F)(i)(II).

10 Slip Op. 87-60 at 14 (noting Table 9 of the Commission's Report). It is· a:Jso incorrectly
computed. The correct capacity figures should be 1560 thousand for 1982, 1650. thousand for
1983 and 2130 thousand for 1984.. The State Department cable, unclassified but ·business
confidential, which formed the basis for this table was part of the record before the
Commission and the Court. Document 13 of List 2 of the Administrative Record.

·17·

reported production for the-company. In the other, the reported capacity, if true, would
reflect a capacity··utilization rate·of less than 4 percent. It should also be noted that
these two companies produced small quantities of the product throughout the investigation,
but that their reported· capacities signiffoantly distort the picture of the industry's 1984
capacity. 11

Because these two producers are small, it is my judgment that the picture of

-Taiwan capacity is not compromised .by the exclusion of their data.
Capacity data for the five companies that did provide data for all three years show an
·increase, 1982-84, from 1560 thousand units to 1710 thousand u_nits,
a 9.6 percent increase.
,.
Looking more closely a-t the numb·ers, I find that of the five co'mpanies, three show no
increas~

in capacity over the period. The other two companies did report increases in

production capacity. One of these·'.producers was the Taiwan producer with the least capacity
throughout the period.
The other producer, which reported the largest increase in capacity, was

•••

•••
•••

•••

I do not believe that it is likely that its capacity threatens the domestic.

industry. 12

I therefore conclude it would be appropriate to discount this capacity when

considerin~

the capacity of Tai.wan producers that could reasonably be said to pose a threat

· to the domestic industry.

11 These two producers accounted in 1982, 1983 and 1984 for••• percent,••• percent, and•••
percent of Taiwan production, their production declining both absolutely and relatively. In
1984, the only year for which they provided capacity figures, their capacity would have
accounted for almost••• percent of total reported Taiwan capacity.
12

•••

-18Taking these facts into consideration, the increase in capacity which could arguably be
said to pose .a threat to the do.mcstic industry would be the increase in capacity of the other
four producers .. The da(a for .these fo1,1r producers, ••• of whom did not increase their

..

capacity, reveal an increase in capacity 1982-1984 from 1000 thousand units to 1060 thousand
increase
units, a six percent
. '
.
. .
'

Section 771(7)(F)(i)(ll) also refers to •existing unused capacity.• ·The original report
shows capacit_y utilization .fluctuating from approximately

ss· perceiu

to 64 perc~nt to 60

percent ..u ... Using. the four producer .assumpt.ion outlined above, capacity utilization
increased from 46 percent to SO, percent to 60 percent. While this trend in capacity
l

•••

th~t

utilization. is different from
that has

existi~g

in Table 9 (or as recalculated), both reveal .an ind11stry

unused capacity available to increase exports to the United States. I

conclude that these statistics do provide a •reasonable indication• that Taiwan producers
have available capacity which co.uld be used to sisnificantly increase imports into the United
States.
The third statutory factor, Section 771(7)(F)(i)(lll), relates to market penetration,
specifically comprising two elements: (a) a .rapid rise in import penetration; and (b) the
likelihood that th.e penetration will increase to injurious levels. 14 ·First, we must look
at the numbers the.mselves. Using import statistics from the Census Bureau and apparent
consumption

fig~res

calculated by the

Commis~ion,

import penetration of overall Taiwan

imports increased from ••• percent of the market to ••• percent. 15
As with the capacity figures, however, I cannot biind myself to other information on the
record. First, I cannot view as potentially injurious imports made by the domestic iJJdustry

...
13 Recalculating these percentages based on the original cable the capacity .utilization
rates are 66 percent, 72 percent, and 60 percent.
14 19 USC I 677(7)(F)(i)(lll).
15 See Table II on A-28.

-19itself. Adjusted to exclude their imports, .the import penetraticfa ranges from ••• percent
to ••• percent. 16

This lowers the absolute import penetration level, but actually

increases the rate at which import penetration i.ncreased .

..

One other factor needs to be considered before drawing any conclusion with respect to
market penetration. There is no question that it is. reasonable for the Commission to rely on
Census data on imports. Such data are usually more reliable than most other sources of data
about the volume of imports. Census statistics are not, however, the only source of data on
imports, and the Comission has often noted problems than can arise in its use. One such
problem is timing, Census data being reported based on the processing of the entry
documents .. Problems arise when the particular commodity being shipped tends to be imported
in a small number of large shipme.nts. Such surges have often been seen to distort interim
data.
It can also have an effect on annual data. In this investigation, for example, if one

looks at the imports reported over a three year period by Census and exports reported by the
Taiwan producers, the total numbers ar:e remarkably close. However, the Taiwan figures are
reported based on the time the goods were exported and reflect only a small increase in
volume to. the United States each. year. 17

When import penetration is figured .on this basis,

rather than increasing from ••• to ••.• percent, import penetration actually drops from •••
percent to. ••• percent, and when the imports by the; domestic produ.cers are factored out the
resulting import penetration figures are ••• percent, ••• percent, and ••• percent. 18

16 See unnumbered Table on A-28.
17 Specifically they reveal a larger number of units shipped in 1982 and a smaller number
shipped in 1984.
18 It must be conceded that a priori the date on which Customs processes entry documents
has no greater or lesser relationship to when the imports injure the industry than does the
date on which they are shipped from the foreign factory. The Commission has recognized that
injury can result to a domestic injury well in advance of the time the goods are physically
imported. See Offshore Platform Jackets and Piles from the Republic of Korea and Japan,
Inv. Nos. 701-TA·248(P) and 731-TA-259 and 260(P}, USITC P_ub. 1708 at 4 (June 1985).

-20It must also be noted that the two elements of Section 771(7)(F)(i)(III) are written

conjunctively. Not only must I consider whether the import penetration is increasing
rapidly, but also whether the import penetration will increase to an injurious level. The

.

question of what is an "injurious level" is a most difficult part of any analysis of threat.
For some industries very small volumes of imports and import penetration can be injurious.
For others, quite significant levels would not be

in~¥_rious.

The same level of imports might

be injurious or not depending upon whether the condition of the industry is improving or
deteriorating. Consideration of this factor is inextricably linked to a discussion of the
.·"b

.

condition of the industry. I will discuss below my conclusions as to the condition of the
industry and how they factor into my analysis of the impact of the potential imports.
One consideration, however, that must be discussed at this point, in order to put the
issue of an injurious level of imports into perspective, is the history of import penetration
in this market. As noted above, import penetration in the period 1982-1984 was in the

•••

, increasing or decreasing depending upon the basis on which it is calculated. From

the Commission's prior 1982 investigation, import penetration ratios were

develop~d

for the

years 1978-1980, with interim figures for 1980 and 1981. For that period, Taiwa,o imports
obtained respectively ••• percent, ••• percent, and ••• percent of the domesti.c market
with interim shares for 1980 and 1981 of ••• percent and ••• percent of the market. In
that investigation the Commission made a negative determination. 19

The fact that, although

increasing, the current market shares are well below these levels is, of course, not
determinative, but is relevant to what one can reasonably infer about the injuriousness of
various import levels.
The fourth factor at which the statute directs attention is the probability that the

19 Of course, import penetration ratios were only one of many factors that were considered
when the Commission made that negative determination_.

-21iiJiports will have a price depressing or suppressing effect. 20
consideration is whether the imports were

ha~ing

The starting point for this

a price depressive or suppressive eff cct at

the time the decision was made. This analysis is generally contained in the Commission's
causation analysis with respect to

pr~scnt

material injury.

In this case, the Commission collected price data by quarters f 9r 1983 and 1984 for the
two principal models of motorcycle

battc~t~tsold

by the various companies in the U.S.

market. This data showed roughly comparabie prices for 1983 and underselling in 1984. 21

A

description of this conclusion in the Commission's views was immediately followed by the
statement that the Commission's investigation did not reveal a pattern of sales lost to. the
domestic industry on the basis of price. These two statements should be considered together
and reflect the conclusion that, although there was underselling, the imports were not at the
time having a price

~epressive ~r

suppressive effect.

Looking at the data afresh, this conclusion appears to
were different

f~r

~e

justified. The price trends.

the two companies who co01priscd the domestic industry. For the smaller of

the two, its prices were significantly •••

than the imports, but its .prices reveal no

downward trend. For the other, prices did fluctuate downward, but it .undersold the imports
more often than not .. Further, the

mo~t

significant drop in this company's prices occurred

while the import J?rice was rising and resulted in underselling ._by the company of S ••• by the
end of_

198~.

While the fact

o~

underselling supports the i>ossibility that there was a price

suppressive or depressive effect, the pattern of changes in that underselling does not.
I then look at the anecdotal evidence compiled during the lost sales investigation to
sec what support it may give to the existence of any price effect on the. part of the imports.

20 19 USC 1677(7)(F)(i)(IV).
~l To be more precise, there were small levels of underselling and/or overselling for the
two models in 1983, and fairly significant underselling in the _first two quarters .of 1984,
.
which declined in the last two quarters of that year. . ·.

·22·
The company that was consistently undersold by the imports offered no examples of instances
.in which it lost sales or revenues to the imporis. For the other company. price was
mentioned as

ODC

of several facton iD the lost sales, bul

consistent pattern was revealed.

DO

The conclusion which I draw from tbis is that there is likely to continue to be
underselling by imi)orts of the domestic iNliutry's prices. However. the evidence is also
.

-

.

. ,.

. .

t:~

that this underselling is not likely to have a significant price depressive or suppressive
errect. 22'
The fifth factor. Section 771(7)(F)(i)(V). relates to increases in inventories. 23
:

The

.:

Commission has traditionally interpreted this factor to relate to inventories of imports.

24 · It :JJi·ust be noted that the statute refers to •inventories.• It does not refer to the
•volume ·or' in·ve~tcfries•,

th~ •value ~f inventories•. or the •ratio of inventories to
'

'

'

shipments•. I find no indication that Congress intended the Commission to

~se

any one of

these measures (o~ any' other particular in~asure) of the significance of inventories to the
exclusion· o( any oth~r: There are times when any of these measures of inventory may be
particularI y·sigriif ican t.
In i>Oini ·of. fa~t. for busin.esses. the ratio of inventory to shipments is frequently most
significant because businesses often p,lan inventories based on shipments. Wher~ consumption
and shipments arc' increasing. the ratio is

agood indication of whether inventories are

chaniini according to ·aen~ral business conditions or whether imports are being built up. so as

'"

22 The CoiDmissioli's conchasion ·a~ to the la~k or a current price. depressive or suppressive
effect was not disturbed by the CourL There is no evidence in the record which would
indicate how or why imports which are not currently having a price depressive or suppressive
effect will develop such an cCfect in the future.
23 19 USC l677(7)(i)(V).
24 I ~o not me..~1(to i~ply tha·t. ~hangcs. in domestic inv~ntories would not also be relevant to
threat.' A consideration of such domestic-inventories is· facto.red into"my·thrcat analysis in
t.he context of the condition or the domestic industry.

-23to "assault" the domestic industry. I therefore adopt the conclusions with respect to
inventories contained in the original Commission views, i.e., that inventories relative to
shipments were relatively stable and do not support an affirmative finding of threat .
._

The next factor listed in the statute is Section 771(7)(F)(i)(VI), the presence of
underutilized capacity in the importing country. 25

My conclusions with respect to

underutilized capacity are contained above. 26
''·

Section 771(7)(F)(i)(VII) relates to other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate a
"probability" that the· imports will be a cause of actual injurY,... 27

Whether or not this

factor also allows the Commission to con.sider those trends which lead toward a conclusion of
no threat of injury; it is clear that there are no demonstrable adverse trends which indicate
a probability that ·future imports will be a cause of injury.
Finally, SectiOn 771(7)(F)(i)(VIII) relates to the possibility of product shifting.
This section only comes into pfay if there are two products under current investigation, or a
recent investigation that resulted in an outstanding order. In this investigation there is
only O'ne product under investigation, and there are no outstanding orders on products whose
productive capacity might be shifted to the production of 12-volt motorcycle batteries.
Based upon an analysis of these Section 771(7)(F)(i) considerations, I am able to draw a
partial conclusion with respect to threat A complete conclusion must await the

discussion below of the condition of

2s

19

use

the

industry. However, because of the Court's order, I

1677(7)(F)(i)(VI).

26 Note my discussion of capacity utilizatiOn in connectiOn with "existing unused capacity"
in the context of Section 771(7)(F)(i)(II).
27 19 USC 1677(7)(F)(i)(Vll). In his opinion, Judge Aquilino suggests that the poor
operating performance of one of the two domestic producers, Exide, may be an "other
demonstrable adverse tr:end." Slip Op. 87-60 at 16. I believe it is more appropriate to
treat the perf orinance of Exide in the context of the condition of the domestic industry and
have done so below. Alternatively, one could find that the entire discussion of the
condition of the domestic industry could be factored into the threat analysis within the
context of "other demonstrable adverse trends." Wherever one feels it is most appropriate to
consider such factors, it is· clear that they are an important consideration.

-24believe it would be appropriate to summarize the partial conclusion which can be drawn from
the Section 771(7)(F)(i)

factors~

First, I believe that one could reasonably conclude that there is no r_easonable
indication that a significant increase in imports with any significant price depressive or
suppressive effect on the domestic market is unlikely. One could choose to view as most
"~ j"i J

appropriate those statistics which show only a minor increase in capacity, i decreasing
import penetration ratio, no adverse inventory ·buildup, no price depressive effe"ct and no
other demonstrable adverse trends. Such data is just as objective and reasonable as that
which lead to the opposite conclusion. My judgment as il Commissioner, however, is that both
sets of data tell only a part of the whole story of this industry. I conclude that there is
a reasonable indication of a significant amount of capacity in Taiwan available to continue
to increase imports. th.at imports and import penetration ratios will continue to increase,
that th.ere will be some, relatively small, adverse price effects, that there is no indication
that there will be, in the short run, a significant change in the pattern, volume or price,
of the imports, that import inventories-are not a substantial problem, and there are no other
demonstrable· adverse trends.

The Section 771(7)(F)(ii) Factors - The Condition of the Industry

Future imports are thus likely to have an adverse effect on the

industry~

However, the

ultimate conclusion that the statute requires me to make is not whether there is a reasonable
indication that future imports will have an adverse effect on the industry. It is ·whether
that adverse effect will be a cause in a decline in the condit.ion of the ind_ustry ;:to the
point where it is actually experiencing material injury within a time (rame that is.
•imminent.• To reach that conclusiOn, one must understand
the condition of .the·
domestic
.
.
.

~

industry.
First, it must be admitted that the Commission did not, in its original vie:ws, elaborate
its conclusions about the the condition of the industry in the course of its threat

-2S·
analysis. It must also be noted that fodge'Aqu:ilino did not discuss these conclusions at any
great length in his opinion. 28

t·he Commission's discussion· implicitly incorporated its

basic findings ·with respect to ·the conditfon of the indust~y. We concluded that, in light of
. the overall condition of the industry aild the the fact that 'it was improving rather than
deteriorating (keepin'g in miridithar this impr'c>Vement occurred during a period in which the
imports had been increasing in volume), there was no reasonable indication that the imports
would threaten the industry in a real ma~:ner in any time frame that could reasonably be
'viewed as .imminent. ·
What then is the condition of the domestic industry that formed the basis for this
judgment? It was discussed at length in our original views in the course of our discussion
of present injury. This'anaJysis was not remanded to us for reconsideration and thus must
form the starting point for the current discussion. There are two preliminary points which
must be made with respect· to tnis· discus~ion, both arising out of the fact that the industry
is composed of only two producers. The first is that where the industry is limited to two
producers· virtually all information is confidential. 29

Each company may be presumed to

know its own data. Simple subtraction would allow it to discover the confidential
information of the other. Because the Commission tries not to have its opinions
confidential, our written views were therefore rather opaque.
The second problem caused by the fact that there were only two producers is even more
important to our decision. The Coriiriiissioii's mandate is fo consider the condition of an

28 Nonetheless, it was a key element in the original decision of the Commission. The
Commission recognized that the current trends in imports (based on the Section 771(7)(F)(i)
factors) were likely to continue and wouli:l have' an adverse effect on the industry.
. .. ...
. . ·~ . . . . . .
.
.
' ..
.
29 In the Court review of ·our decision, it was appare.nt that some confu.sion was created by
the Commission's use of :par.ticulat adjectivaf descfiptions of various statistics, the use of
which was required because any mote· specific ·characterization· w·ould have revealed
confidential data. To avoid 'what ·I believe was a substantial cause of controversy with
respect to those views, I have chosen, in tfris rem·and opinion, to utilize the confidential
data. As a result the views themselves are confidential and the public version, with such
data deleted, much less helpful to the public. In the circumstances, this is unavoidable.
\

:'

-26"indu~try,•

not individual companies. 30

Wh~re

there are many companies in an industry,

aggregation tends to Jevel out distortions. in. the.individual company data and provide a

.

reasonably accurate picture
of the industry
as.a whole. With only two companies, and two
.
.
companie.s of

~ifferent

size and

d~f(erent op~rational

trends, such distortions are not

leveled out mathematically. Aggregation to develop a picture of an "industry."
matter of judgment that
In this

b~comes

more a

mathe~atics.

invest_igatio~, ~ith.

respect to tJte production related indicators, we see an

industry facing steadily rising consumption. Shipments rose for the industry as a whole,

•••

•••

•••
•••

These_ basic patterns were
repeated for the productioq
indicators. as a. whole, as well as for the employment indicators.
.
The financial indicators
present
a slightly different problem.
. ...
.\.
.

·

.

•••

Again this

~ata

_i!i not

dir~ctly

comparable to any other data the

30 Cf. Atlantic s·ugar. Ltd. ·v. United States, 2 CIT 295, 300-301 (1981) and 553 F. Supp.
JOSS. 1059-60 (i'982). Obviousiy. an industry i's composed of individual companies and any

consideration of the condition Qf the industry starts on an individual company basis.
Although as Judge Watson note,d, where there ~re many companies in an industry. individual
consideration of ·each presents in.surmountable administrative problems, where, as here, there
are only two an examination. or' c3ch is possib.le. · Even where this is done however, it remains
an exercise in judgment as to the. chara~~erization of the "industry".
.:

-27-

Commission possesses. 31
How then is the financial condition of the industry to be evaluated? Certain other
factors must also come into play. The smaller company's financial, and. in fact, all its

.•

operational data, is colored by the fact that it was closing certain older, less efficient
operations in favor of new faciliHes. 32

•••
Even here. as well. it is impossible to ignore
that there were signs of improvement in the most recent financial data.
Therefore. the data can be

s~mmarized

•••

as follows. One company's data reflects

improving results over the period of the

investigation during which imports were increasing. The other company's data reveal

•••

so many caveats as to be highly questionable as

an indication of what is actually happening. Of course. production indicators will be down
when moving to entirely new facilities. which have not yet been placed on stream. So too.
financial and employment. indicators mµst re.fleet that change. I cannot conclude that they
are symptomatic of negative operating conditions in the industry as a whole.
In light of the overall positive operating conditions in the industry. and in light of
the improvement they have shown over the period of investigation. I cannot conclude that even
the adverse effects that the trends in imports presage for .the future can reasonably be said
to indicate a real and

imm~nent

threat. of material injury.

31 It may be argued that in a final investigation more financial data could be collected.
While this is possible. the fundamental problems remain. To require a company to recalculate
its financials to a different f iscaJ year. for example, for the specific purpose of
responding to our questions is both burdensome and counterproductive as it introduces an
unacceptable amount of subjectivity into the data.
32 It must be noted, for example. that even without the opening of the new facilities. the
closing of one of that company's other facilities. reflected in its fiscal 1984 financial
data, contributed to a decrease in the cost of goods sold margin by some ••• percent.

-28The Need for Further Information
Finally, the last issue which must be considered in the context of a preliminary
decision is what additional data might be collected if the investigation is continued and
what effect such additional data might have 'on the decision of the Commission. First, to say
that the additional information might raise a reasonable indication of injury is obviously
the wrong standard. If the investigation were continued and it showed a reasonable
indication of threat, the result would be unchanged because after a final investigation the
standard applied would be one of actual th.reat not a reasonable indication of threat.
cv.

For purposes of this decision, I assume that a consideration· of the· Section 771 (7)(F)
factors leads to the conclusion that future import$ are likely to have an adverse effect on
the industry. Additional information would either refute that conclusion, thus weakening
even further any threat case, or, more likely, be merely cumulative of that conclusion. The
question is whether additional data on the condition of the industry is likely to change that
part of the threat equation thus making the import trends more "threatening". In other
words, the issue in this investigation is whether there is a likelihood that additional
information would so alter the picture of the condition of the industry that actual material
injury, which may eventually result from the imports, is more "reai" and "imminent."
I must conclude that there is no likelihood that this will occur. To be sure additional
data would begin to show the o·perations of the new facilities of the one company. But the
purpose of looking at the additional information is not to determ·ine whether an additional
six months of operation will show new and different trends in the operation of the companies
involved. New and additional data will not change the fact that the significa,nce of one
company's data is compromised by exogenous factors. I do not believe that an additional
investigation can cure these defects. I have therefo·re made a negative determination.

29

Dissenting Views of Commissioner Eckes

,. .
The court of Inter;national Trade has ordered the commission
to reconsider the issue of whether there is reasonable .
indication that the 12-volt-motJ~~ycle-battery industry in the
united states is threatened with.material injury by reason of
alleqedly less than fair value (LTFV) imports from Taiwan.

The

remand does not apply to the Commission's related. finding of no··
0

reasonable indication of material injury to the. same i.ndustry •
.. •

At the di~ection of the.court I have carefully review~d -~
novo·the agency record and analyzed the facts in accordance
with the specific threat of material injury guidance provided
by Congress in the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984. l/

B8cause it

is my understanding that the Commission must take into account
evolving case law, as well as applicable statutory provisions,
I also have reconsidered the original negative prelimin'ry
determination in terms of the Federal Circuit's decision in
American.Lamb.

y

Consequently, I respectfully disagree with my three
colleagues in the Commission majority who have elected to
reaffirm the Commission's unanimous negative preliminary
determination in 1985.

on the basis of the record in this

11 The Commission is required to make a good faith effort to
reexamine these factors without a conscious commitment to its.
prior determination. See USX Corp. v. United States, Slip op.
87-66 (June 3, 1987) at 11.
1J American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994, (Fed.
Cir. 1986).
.
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Investiqation No. 731-TA-238 (Preliminary), I must determine
that there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the
United states is threatened with material injury by reason of

Interna~ional

Trade's remand this year, the court of Appeals

for the Federal Circuit (hereinafter CAFC) issued

an

important

decision, clarifying the "reasonable indication" lanquage for
preliminary determinations.

That opinion in.Aiiterican ·Lamb

contains explicit directions to the Commission with respect to
what standard it must apply in making a preliminary neqative
determination·.

The CAFC stated:

Since the enactment of the 1974 Act, ITC has
consistently viewed the st~tutory "reasonabie
indication" standard as ·one requirinq that it
issue a negative determination, as above

\•

..

~ Product shifting is not an Issue In this lnvestlqatlon.
See discussion infra.
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indicated, only when (1) the record as a whole
contains clear and convinc.ing evidence that there
is no material injury or threat.· of such injury;
and (2) no likelihood exists that contrary
evidence will arise in a final investigation.
That view, involving a process of weighing the
evidence but under quldelines requiring clear and
convincing evidence of "no reasonable indication,"
and no likelihood of later contrary evidence,
provides fully adequate protection against
unwarranted terminations. Indeed, those
guidelines weight the scales in favor of
affirmative -and against negative determinations.
Under the appropriate standard of judicial review,
ITC's longstanding practice must be viewed as
permissible wi~h~n the statutory framework. y
It is clear, then, from the

p~rspective

of our reviewing

court that the Commission cannot terminate a petition unless
the record "as a whole contains clear and convincing evidence
that there is no material
[emphasis added)

~njury

or threat of such injury."

And, the
an
--.
. Commission . cannot terminate
.

investigation if there is any likelihood "that contrary
evidence will arise in a final investigation."
The American Lamb standard, which I understand to be the
relevant case la~, will now be applied .to each of the specific
. criteria identified in the Court's rem.and.

These are:

A) any increase in production capacity or
e.xisting unused capacity in Taiwan likely to
result in a significant. increase in imports of .
12-volt ·motorcycle batterles to the u.s.;

B) any rapld increase in u. s·. market penetration
and the likelihood that the penetration will
increase to an· injurious level;
...

C) the ·probability that illlports of 12-volt
motorcycle ba.tteries.wi;tl enter the. U.S. at prices
that.will have a depressing or suppressing effect
on domestic prices:
D)

of

y

any substantial increase in inventories
batteries
in the u.s~.:.
.

12~volt

~

Id. at 1001.
.. '
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E) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producinq 12-volt batteries in Taiwan;
F) any other demonstrable adverse trends
that indicate the probability that the importation
of 12-.olt batteries will be the cause of actual
injury; and

G)

the potential for product-shiftinq.
"

First, with respect to production capacity; the existinq
record does not contain clear and convincinq evidence that
there is no threat of material injury.

Taiwan's production

capacity increased from 1.5 million units in 1986 to 1.7
million units in 1983 and then jumped to 2.1 million units in
1984.

~

·Durinq the same period capacity utilization qenerally

declined:. from 68.2 percent in 1982, it rose to 70.6 percent
in 1983 and then dropped to 60.3 percent in 1984.

y

In

conjunction with Taiwan's risinq capacity, one must consider
the fact that this capacity was created larqely to serve one
market -- the United States market.

In 1982 Taiwan sent 72.5

percent of its total 12-volt motorcycle battery exports to the
United States.

This fiqure increased to 74.4 percent in 1983,

and then dropped slightly to 72.9 percent in 1984.

1J In

short, the record shows that Taiwan i.s increasinq production
capacity, that Taiwan has underutilized capacity, and that
Taiwan directs. nearly three-quarters of its motorcyc.le battery
exports to the U.S. market.

In these circumstances, a. review

of the record in conjunction with application of the American
Lamb standard compels me to conclude that there is indeed some

E.f Office of Investigations Memorandum in Investigation No.
731-TA-238(P), Inv-I-935, tot~~ Commission dated
February 20, 1985 (hereinafter Inv. Memorandum).
&/Id.
1/ Id.
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.likelihood that Taiwan can increase siqnificantly its shipments
of 12-volt _motorcycle batteries to the u.s. market.
second, witJi.respect to market penetration, the existinq
·~

record does not contain clear and convincinq evidence that
there is no threat.of injury.

Market penetration of 12-volt ·
-

batteries .from Taiwan increased.from a siqnificant percentaqe
in 1982 to an even hiqher level of apparent U.S. consumption in
.1983 •. !/

In 1984 1 Taiwanese batteries continued to capture an

increasinq share of the u.s. market.

In short, over three

years., the import market share has climbed. seven

percen~aqe

point~.

Tht:t. question of wheth:er market penetration will increase to
an injurious level is one that the Commission must address on a
case-by-case basis.
arbitrary

In my view, one can not select an

as a measure for injurious market share.

~iqure

this.investiqation, one of the two
industry clearly

h~s

domes~ic

In

firms composinq the,

been "experiencinq dif ficul ti~s. ". . It ·

seems reasonable to conclude in the course of a preliminary
investiqation tliat. the rapidly increasinqmarket share
demonstrated above may well
Third, with
l2~volt

respe~t

motorcycle

~each

injurious levels.

to the probability that imports of

batte~ies

will suppress or depress domestic

prices, the existinq record.does not enable me.to conclude that
there is convincinq eviq.ence of no threat of material injury.

!/ Commission Investigation Report in Invest;iga~ion No.
731-TA-238(P) (hereinafter Report) at A-28. Much of the data
in this investiqation are confidential and therefore may only
be discussed in qeneral terms.
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on the contrary, Taiwanese 12-volt batterfes entered the

u.s.

at prices below the domestic producers"•. weiqhted average prices
throuqhout the period ot investiqation.

While prices of both

the imported and domestic merchandise fluctuated, ·Taiwanese
batteries undersold the domestic product in seven of eight.
quarters where prices of similar models were'compared, and five

!f ·

of eiqht·quarters for the second comparative model.

Moreover, importers• prices declined more rapidly than domestic
producers• prices in 1984, resultinq in undersellinq in all
four .quarters of that year for both models. 10/ This
consistent undersellinq

indi9~tes

a probability that the
..

impo~ed merchandise would h~ve a depressinq ·affect on'domestic

prices •.
Fourth, with.regard to·any substantial increase in
inventories,. the existinq

~ecord

me

does not permit

to conclude
•

't

..

that.there .is convincinq evidence that there is.no threat of
material injury.

Indeed,

i~veritories

in the U.S.

;

'

decre~sed

'
durinq ~he period of investiqation for domestic producers
by 41

percent 11/ but increased for importers· ·by

.71

percent. 12/
I

•

In

.

absolute terms, these percentages represent a significant
difference in· merchandise units.

(Domestic producers•

inventories far·outnumber importers• inventories of· 12-volt
motorcycle ·batteries.)

Regardless of the differe.nce in

absolute numbers, however, a

!j"Id. at A-30-31.
10/ Id. at A-29.
11/ Id. at A-13 •

.!Y Id. At A-24.

70

percent increase in importers•
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inventories suqqests that Taiwanese importers may have a strong
incentive to increase sales of allegedly LT'FV merchandise to
lighten inventory load.
Fifth, the presence.of considerable underutilized capacity
in Taiwan does not enable me to conclude that there is clear
and convincing evidence that there is no threat of material
injury.

As noted earlier, Taiwanese capacity utilization for

12-volt batteries was 57.6 percent in 1982, 64.4 percent in
1983 and decreased to 60.3 percent in 1984. 13/

Thus, in 1984

nearly 40 percent of the 12-volt motorcycle battery production
facilities in Taiwan were idle.
sixth, the presence of other adverse trends that may
indicate the probability that imports of 12-volt batteries will
'

be the cause of actual injury does not permit me to terminate
this investigation, when applying the American Lamb standard.
one such adverse trend is found in evidence the commission
collected on sales lost to allegedly LT'FV imports.

Thei

domestic industry alleged lost sales of a substantial number of
units and revenue to imports from Taiwan.

These losses

allegedly resulted from the loss of major customers and price
reductions to the domestic industry's customers to meet the
·price of the subject imports.
number of these allegations.

The Commission staff confirmed a
Indeed, the companies contacted
.

.

acknowledged that lower prices on Taiwanese imports were a
factor in their purchasing decisions. 14/

13/ Inv. Memorandum.
14/ Report at A-33-34.
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Alonq with lost sales the Commission report identifies
another adverse trend, lost revenues.

commission staff

confirmed that the domestic industry had to lower its price to
•

a major customer
low-p~iced

becaus~

offer. 15/

of a Taiwanese manufacturer's

Once aqain, when the American Lamb
·r

standard is applied to the evidence at hand, the record does
not permit this Commissioner to conclude that there is clear
and convincinq evidence demonstratinq no threat of material
injury.
Finally, the potential for product shiftinq is not an issue
in this investiqation.

There are no pendinq investiqations or

outstandinq antidumpinq or countervailinq duty orders on
products imported from Taiwan which are likely to result in a
shift of production from such products into production of
12-vo.lt motorcycle batteries.
The

CAFC

determination in American Lamb raises a second set

of concerns in this investiqation.

To reach a neqative,

determination the Commission must show that no likelihood
exists that contrary evidence will arise in a final
investiqation to benefit petitioner's position. 16/

In liqht

of this standard I have reviewed the record carefully to
determine what additional information might be developed in a
final investiqation.

In my judqment, a substantial amount of

new information miqht emerqe -- especially relatinq to threat
15/ Id. at A-34.

16/ Althouqh the Commission may never have all of the
information that it would like in an investiqation, we are
required to utilize the best information available in makinq
our determinations.
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which'could. ctifect in a siqnificant way

of material injury
. the disposition

of

For example, ·as

this cas·e;

part 'of.'the

45~day preliminary
-

~

.

investiqation ·the Commfssfon requested iriformation.projectinq
Taiwanese :producf'-ion/ capacity·,· capacity :utilization, total
.

.

.

Much of this

'·'exports and exports''·to the u·.s· ·t'or l985.

··1nformat·ion was unavailable on short notice, an'd what data the
commission did rece1 ve appea'red to·o · t~nuous and incomplete to
'

serve as the basis.for a·definttive· negative determination
which conforms wi-th le'9ish1tive' ancf judicial standards.
Production projections: were provid~d by five of .. only seven
.

.

firms that Complied. Witn the;"Commission IS request fOr i985
data.

This-. slight response 'indicated ·tha:t .,.produc;;tion estimates
f

•

I

l

•

'

' ,

'

•

•..

!

.

~

•

were substantially ''higher than· l984'fiqures.

Three of these

same seven firms ..failed ·:to offer· l9SS projections for annual
capacity.

Of tne four· tha't complied, 'capacity was estimated to

be much qreater than actuat·

1984 ·f iqures ~

·

capacity utilization :t>ro'Jections'"ior l985. 'can be derived
from ·the information" a:vaila:ble but the;~e figures are
illustrative of the. difficulty in "p1a·cin9. much faith in these
preliminary. data •. Once ag'ain, only four

I

t>f' the" seven

firms submitted in·f6rmation· on ·C'ap~city utilization.
..

these firms estimated= its'

rep.ortinq
One of

.

i9as production ievel to ·be ten times

qreater· than its estimatec~i' 1985 capacity~ . The remaininq firms

..

projected that their 198.S·'tapacity utilization would remain
approximately .the
.same
when
c;:ompa.,red
with
actual
J:-984. ~iqures.
. - .
..
. . ,..
. ..
similar problems exist with· re'Spect to proj:ections for, .1985 .
..

~

Taiwanese total exports and exports to the U.S.

~

The data are
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scant and the numbers raise more ques.tions than answers in a 45
day investiqation.
to the

u.s.

Generally, projections .tor future exports

are down and exports to other countries are up when

compared to their respective 1984 counterparts. 17/
.

.

Also, pursuant to statutory requirements, the Commission
souqht data on importers' inventories and received information
.
r
showinq that these inventories h~d increased 71 percent over
the period of the investiqat.ion. . Ho~ever, the, data base was
thin.

...

ourinq the time frame of.the preliminary investiqation

the Commission obtained this information from firms accountinq
for only 24 percent of imports from Taiwan in 1984.
Fin.ally, the Commission developed inadequate pricinq
information in the alloted 45 days.

The data actually received

came from the same six firms that supplied.data on importers•
inventories.

In short, the Commission qathered pricinq

info;mation from firms accountinq for less.than 25 percent of
Taiwanese imports into the United States.

Clearly, in

~

final

investiqation the parties would have more time to meet the
Commission's requests for data, and the Commission would have
more time to analyze this information.
Let me close with this thought.

From my vantaqe point,

there is a sinqle critical issue before the Commission in this
remand:

In liqht of the CAFC's determination in American Lamb

can the Commission lawfully terminate this motorcycle battery
investigation?

Based on my review of the record, I think the

17/ u.s. Department of state cable In response to USITC
Investiqation on 12-volt motorcycle batteries received on the
niqht of February 19, 1985.
·
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Commission has found no "clear and convincing evidence that
there is no • • • threat of [material] injury • • • • "
Moreover, because ot gaps in the record the commission cannot

..

say that . ."no likelihood
exists that contrary evidence will
. ..
.
arise in a

tina~·

investigation."

,.,

As a consequence, I have no choice but to render an
affirmative determination that there is a reasonable indication
that domestic producers of 12-volt motorcycle batteries are
being threa~ened with material injury from allegedly LT'FV
imports from Taiwan.

Dissentinq Views of Commissioner Lodwick
'

-~.

...

•

,.

~

,•

•. •

•

•

,·

:·

c1

'"'

:

12-Volt Motorcycle s·atteries from Taiwan
Inv •. .73:J,-TA-238 (P) (Rem~pd,) ...

.. . ·•. .·. '
:
.. : ..
.
Iri 12-Volt Motorcycle· Batt"eries from Ta·iwan, Inv. No.
731-TA-238, USITC Pub. No •. 1654 (1985.J ,. the .. five .. '
commissioners then servinq on tlie ·u .·s·. International Trade
commission (ITC, Commission) unanimqusly det~rmin~d,.. inter ·
alia, "that there is no reasonable irid'icatioh that'an
industry in the United S_t~tes ~s •. • • thre~ten.ed . ~it~.~- . .
material injury • .-·~by reason of·· imports· from Taiwan of
12-volt motorcycle batteries ••• which are ~lleqed to, be
sold fn.· the United States at less· than 'fair value
(LTFV) • "

.!I

The court of International Trade in Yuasa-G~rterai
Battery Corp. et al. v. USITC et al., Ct. No. 85~9~.-00.48.3
(Ct. Int'l Trade May 22, 1987), while affirminq the
Commission's other determinations in the cited
investiqation, concluded: (1) that the ITC's no-threat
determination was arbitrary and capricious and an abuse o~
its discretion within the meaning of 19 u.s.c. section
1516a(b) (1) (A): (2/ that the ITC's failure to consider
all of the seven relevant economic factors in 19 u.s.c.
section 1677(7) (F) (i) was not in accordance with law
within the meaning of 19 u.s.c. section 1516a(b) (1) (A).
In view of those conclusions , the Court remanded the
matter to the ITC "for reconsideration of the issue of
whether there is reasonable indication ~hat the
12-volt-motorcycle-battery industry in the United States
is threatened with material injury by reason of imports .

y

from Taiwan; ••• "
The remand requires the Commission to " ••• consider
the matter anew. Neither its prior conclusion or the
interest of the party prevailing upon judicial review

y

governs the outcome ••• "
What is required is 11 • • • a
qood faith effort to reexamine the relevant issue without
a conscious commitment to a prior determination of the
same factual question."

y

In ordering this remand the Court has directed the
commission to consider "all of [the relevant economic
factors in 19 u.s.c. section 1677(7) (F) (i), i.e., (II)
~

through (VIII)], at a minimum."
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--

Furthermore, -the· court's dissection of the relevant
§/

portion of the "Views of the Commission"
and the
parcellinq out of the resultinq pieces amonq the economic
·factors, toqether with the 'court •·s notation of the
specific factors which the Commission failed to consider,
makes evident: (1) the Court's intent to have the
Commission consider each of the relevant statutory
economic factors individually; (2) the Court's expectation
that the Commfssion, in.framing its determination, will
take care to correlate the articulation of its analysis
with the respect! ve factors.
l'
I have, therefore, considered the remanded issue de
novo and seriatim per 19 u.s:c. section 1677(7) (F) (i)
.(II)-(VIII), and de.termine that there is a reasonable·
·lndication that an industry in the United States is
threatened with mate·rial. injury by reason of imports of
alleqedly less-than-fair-value 12-volt motorcycle

7..1 ·y.

batteries from Taiwan.
The seven relevant economic ··factors of 19 u. s. c.
section 1677(7) (F) (i), adapted to .the particulars of this
investiqation, are·: . ;
·
1.

Taiwanese production capacity: any increase in.
production capacity or existinq unused capacity
in Taiwan likely to result in a siqnificant
increase ·in imports of 12-volt motorcycle
batteries' to· the ti.s.
· ·.: ·
··

2 • . U.S. market penetration: ·any rapid increase in
U.S. market penetration and the likelihood that
the penetration will increase to an injurious
level.
·
·
3.

Prices:. the probability that Taiwanese 12-volt
motorcycle batter1es wi11·enter the U.S. at
prices that will have· a depressinq or suppressing
effebt on U.S. prices.
·
·

4..

Inventories: ·any· substantia.1 · increase in
inventories of ·12-volt motor'cycle batteries in
the U.S.

s.

·Taiwanese production· capacity: the presence of
underutilized capacity for producinq 12-volt
motorcycle batteries in Taiwan.

6.

Other. adverse·-trends: ·:any ·other demonstrable
adv~~se~trends that indicate the probability
that the importation of Taiwanese i2~volt ·
motorcycle batteries will be the cause of actual
injury •

A ,

7.

Product shifting: the potential for product
shifting if Taiwanese production facilities,
which can be used to produce certain other
products, are also used to produce 12-volt
motorcycle batteries.

seven

Analysis of the record data pertaining to each of the
f~ctors follows.

1.

Taiwanese production capaeity.
The information on Taiwanese capacity came by State

.

. '
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Department cable late in the investigation.
The cable
reported partial data which had been provided for seven
companies. Data for. 1982 and 1983 showed capacity for
each of only five of the seven companies. Data for 1984
showed the capacity of each of the seven companies.
However, the cable. information also showed production for
all seven companies .during each of the years 1982-84.
Taiwanese capacity appeared to be increasing during
the period of the investigation. The cable data for just
the five companies reporting capacity fiqures throughout
1982-1984 showed a moderate .increase over the
10/
period.
The capacity fiqures for the two other firms
add an additional substantial increase to the total for
11/
1984.
While this is the best available information on
increases in Taiwanese capacity, and the Commission is
required to act on that, the significance of that
information may be questioned because both of the domestic
producers imported 12-volt motorcycle batteries from

Taiwan du~in·g the period of investigation. W While the.
incomplete capacity data on Taiwanese producers and the
relationships between domestic and Taiwanese producers
tend to derogate from· .the otherwise apparent significance
of the. inqrea~e in capacity,, .it .in no way diminishes what
is probably the more significant aspect of the data as it
pertains to the issue of threat: the magnitude of the
capacity which existed at the point where threat is to be
assessed,.i.e., at the end of the investigative period,
1984.

.•

.
capacity in l984
w
39.7 percentJ

w

The best available information is that Taiwanese
was 2,130,000.

Of that capacity,

representing 845,610 units, was not
being utilized. That unused capacity represents 173% of
exports to the u.s. in 1984.
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In addition, production ·for the seven firms increased
25% during 1982-1984. Exports to the U.S.· accounted for a
large and generally stable share of this production, with
the ratio of exports to the U.S. to·· Taiwanese production
ranging from 37% tc:> 40% during 1982--1984, 38% in 1984.
To summarize, Taiwanese capacity appears to. have b$en
increasing, production was ~ncreasing, exports to· the·u.s.
accounted £or a large· and stable share of production, and
considerable available capacity continued to exist. These
points, taken together, suppo;-t the existence of thre·at.
<\

2. u.s. market·penetration.
·

:

.

Three·e1ements provide the material ·:for:assessing
threat to the u~;s. industry• in this irivestig,ation in terms
of market penetration. :
·
·
·
First, the u.s. market:for 12-volt.motorcycle·
batteries expanded during the ·investigative period. In ·
1983 the u. 'S. market -increased 28 • 9% ·over ·1982 ,' and in
1984 15. 3% over 1983, .. for 'a total fn'crease ·from 1982 to
1984 of 48.7%.
second, the ma.rket sha·re of 'the u. s. producers ·
declined roughly 36% fro~ 198~ to 1984. _ ·
Third, the market share of Taiwanese
increased roughly 60% from 1982 to 1984. ·

imp~rts

In sum· then, thEf picture show.s· Taiwanese imports·
taking annually increasing shares of growing·markets while
the market share of U.S. producers is annually
·
diminishing. Market shares and ·what· they portend for the
U.S. industry thus appear as a signifid1nt factor·i~
assessing threat in this inves~igation.
·
As noted, the u. s. · producers' are· also importers of·
Taiwanese 12-volt motorcycle batteries. The market share
of the U.S. producers' Taiwanese imports increased
approximately 25% over the investigative period.. While
this may detract from the weight which might otherwise be
accorded to the Taiwanese-imports market shares, the rate
of increase at which 12-volt motorcycI:e b~tteries were
imported from Taiwan by "other 'impprters" over the. pe.riod
of investigation as shown by market shares was nearly
three times that of the U.S. producers, and these "other
producers" started with a substantially larger market
share in 1982. ·In short, the sign_ificance of the_
increasing market-penetration of Taiwanese imports_
persists in the assessment of threat to .the u.s.· industry.
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3. Prices
Price data on two popular models was compiled as
representative of 12-volt motorcycle batteries. Price
trends were not persistent over the investigative period,
but prices generally declined during 1983 and 1984. These
drops in prices were substantial. While prices were
precipitously dropping, the data shows underselling by
Taiwanese imports in some quarters of 1983 and in all
quarters of 1984. The underselling by Taiwanese imports
at its higher levels was substantial and moderated from
quarter to quarter in 1984.

w

In addition to what can be construed relevant to
threat directly from this price data, there is evidence in
the record that the then-recent Taiwan~se import prices
demonstrated a capacity for injuring the U.S. industry in
the near term. Yuasa-General claimed that it had lost
16/

sales and annualized revenue
during ·the 1982-84
period largely as the result of losing to Taiwanese
imports four firms which had been major customers, and
price reductions made to meet the low~r prices of those
17/

imports.
Two of the firms confirmed that they had
recently changed suppliers from Yuasa-General to 12-volt
motorcycle batteries.from Taiwan, and cited lower price,
and better service, as reasons. This preliminary
investigation record contains no data on the volumes of
purchases by these former customers.
A representative of another firm stated that the
company currently buys 12-volt motorcycle batteries from
Taiwan but did not know if the firm had recently switched
suppliers. Presumably, that, and other information
relative to assessing the further signitic~nce of these
claimed losses would be available in a final
investigation, as would additional information and
clarification of Yuasa-General's claims regarding lost

.!Y

.

revenµes.
19/
4. Inventories.
The data on importers' inventories was obtained from
six firms that account for only 24.1% of the 12-volt

w

motorcycle batteries imported from Taiwan in 1984.
Therefore, no direct comparisons can be made with the more
complete data on imports, consumption, etc., but the
increase shown by the data from these six firms is
instructive and does make some contribution to the finding
that the U.S. industry was threatened. From 24,558 units
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in 1982, the importers' inventories increased in 1983 by
, 27.7% and in 1984 by 33.8%~ for an increase over the

.W

-, investigative period, 1982-1~84,. of 70. 8% ~
While the
absolute numbers represented by these percentages are not
large compared with the size c;:>f the U.S. market, the trend
demonstrated is compatible with and contributes to the
other factors showing threat.
5. Taiwanese production capacity.
This factor was

discusse~

under item 1. above.

6. Other adverse trends.

w

As noted by the Court,
the Commission in its
views observed that the available financial information
indicated that Exide, one of the two producers comprising

.

the U.S. industry, was "experiencing difficulties."

w

The Court's point is well taken, that, in an industry
comprising two producers, one producer's difficulties can
be a significant consideration in assessing whether
.
·
imports pose a threat of material injury to the industry.
(The fact that Exide •.s then-existing di ff icul ties had not
been caused by Taiwanese imports does not preclude
consideration of Exide's condition in analyzing the threat
issue. In analyzing threat, you "take 'em as you find
'em.") A person in poor condition being more susceptible·
to disease, so a domestic producer experiencing
difficulties is more in risk of experiencing material
injury as a result of imports.
·
·
Four considerations here contribute to the
conclusions that threat exists in this preliminary
investigation and that a final investigation is reqtiired.
First is the environment (comprising the points discussed
above concerning capacity, imports, market shares, etc.)
which existed at the close of 1984. Second, Exide was
"experiencing difficulties." Third, Exide is not an·.·
insignificant part of the U.S. industry.in capacity or
production.

w

Fourth, income-and-loss data for Exide
25/

for 1984 were incomplete.
7.

Product shifting.

There are no on-going investigations or outstanding
anti-dumping or countervailing duty orders on products
imported from Taiwan which are likely to result in a shift
of production from such products into production of
12-volt motorcycle batteries.
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Havinq examined the record in this preliminary
investigation in terms of all the relevant economic
factors, including the seven relevant factors set· forth in
19 u.s.c. section 1677(7) (F) (i), I determine in accordance
with the requirements of 19 u.s.c. section 1673b(a) and
American Lamb Co. v. United states, 785 F.2d 994, 1001
(Fed. cir. 1986), respectively, that: there is a
reasonable indication that an industry in the United
States is threatened with material injury by reason of
imports of allegedly less-than-fair-value 12-volt
motorcycle batteries from Taiwan1 the threat of material
injury is real and actual injury is imminent1 the record
as a whole does not contain clear and convincing evidence
that there is no threat of material injury1 the record as
a whole does not support a determination that no
likelihood exists that contr~ry evidence will arise in a
final investigati~n.

y

USITC Pub. 1654 (Feb. 1985) [hereinafter cited
.as "PUb. 1654"] at 1,3.

y

Slip op. 87-60 at 17-18.

y

USX corp. v. United States, Slip op. 87-66 (June
1, 1987) at ll (citations omitted).
Id.
Slip op. 87-60 at 17.
Pub. 1654 at 11-12; quoted in haec verba, Slip
op.87-60 at 10.

11

19 u.s.c. section 1673b(a).

y

The Court having affirmed the Commission's
determinations of the other issues in the
investigation, including the determination of no
reasonable indication of material injury, I, of
course, have not considered de novo any of those
issues.·
Most of the cable data is summarized in PUb.
1654 at A-17, text and Table 9. Data as to the
individual companies is confidential. ConfOoc
13 of List No. 2 of the Administrative Record.
Of .the five companies which did provide capacity
data for each of the three years of the
investigative period, two reported increases in
capacity.
The information on qapacity is not complete nor
is it the best that could be expected to be
available in.a final investigation. The State
Department cable notes that data for one named
company (the magnitude of which is unknown) had
not been submitted, nor had the Taiwan Electric
Appliances Manufacturers' Association (which
had compiled the.data reported in the cable) yet
submitted the promised information for "the
industry as a whole."
The two domestic producers import 12-volt
motorcycle batteries from two of the Taiwanese
producers which provided capacity data for each
of the three years of the investigative period.
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Pub. 1654 at A-17. This is the total for.the
seven. companies which provided the data compiled
in the State Department cable. In fact,
capacity may have been greater. See 11/ supra.

14/

Reciprocal of 60.3% capacity utilization.
1654 at A-17.

Pub.

ConfDoc 12 at A-30-31, Tables 12, 13.
ConfDoc 12 at A-33; Pub 1654 at A-25.
One firm reported that it no longer deals in
motorcycle batteries.
18/ ..

confDoc 12 at A-34; Ptib. 1654 at A-26.

19/

This factor does not specify what inventories
are to be considered: importers, domestic
producers, or both. While the condition of
domestic producers' inventories could indicate
threat, they are not probative in this
investigation in view of the decline annually
in absolute terms and as shares of their
shipments. ConfDoc 12 at A-13; Pub. 1654 at A-9.

20/

Pub.· 1654 at A-17.

21/

Pub. 1654 at A-17.

22/

·Slip op. 87-60 at 16.

w

This observation was made by the Commission in
the course of its general discussion of the U.S.
industy. Further on, in the course of
discussing material injury,·the Commission
.
stated its conclusion that Exide's difficulties
were due to factors other than Taiwanese
imports. Still further on, in its discussion of
the threat issue, the Commission made a general
·reference to "the condition of the domestic ·
industry" and stated that the "trend of the
industry's performance is positive." No mention
was here made of Exide's "difficulties." PUb.
1654 at 9, 10, 12.
ConfDoc 12 at A-11, Table 3.
Exide had provided income-and-loss data for only
the first three months of 1984, i.e., to the end
of its then newly-adopted accounting year, March
31, 1984, Exide's data to December 31, 1984, was
requested but had not been received. Pub. 1654
at A-11.
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